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Write a paragraph of about 150 words on any one of the topics given below :

Deforestation : Meaning of deforestation - causes - effects - ways to

deforestation.

OR

Air pollution - Meaning of air pollution -
control air pollution.

WHte short notes on:

(i)Rolo ofCommunication in O伍 ce Managerncnt.

(ii)Verbal Commllnication.
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(ii) Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs given in brackets :

(a) Cats 

- 

milk. (like)
(b) Yesterday I _ an old friend of mine. (meet)

(c) If I drop this glass it 

-. 

(break)

(d) I 

- 

to school early today. (go)

(e) By the time he came home his son (leave)

(0 I my work by tomorrow. (finish) (1x6)

4. (i) Supply a verb in agreement with the subject in the following sentences :

(a) There several mistakes in your work.
(b) Much of my time _ been wasted.

(c) The great poet and scholar _ dead.

(d) One of the students seriously hurt.
(e) Neither the captain nor his soldiers brave.

(0 Either you or I _ in the wrong. (lx6)
(ii) Change the voice of the following :

(a) A gardner waters these plants.

O) A loud cry disturbed me.
(c) When did you send the information ?

(d) Who won the match ?

(e) Somebody has just switched on the lights.
(0 Some doctors were attending upon the patients. (1x6)

5. (i) Change the following into reported speech :

(a) The teacher said, "He is very clever".
(b) My father says, "Everybody can lead a happy life."
(c) He said, "I am revising the first chapter."
(d) He said to her, "Do you like Coffee ?"
(e) Mother said to him, "Do not disturb me."
(0 The beggar said, "Alas! I am ruined." (lx6)

(ii) Punctuate the following :

(a) he came on monday

O) do you knowher
(c) He said I like books (2x3)

6. (i) Use the following in sentences of your own :

(a) Inspite of
(b) at all
(") set up
(d) look after
(e) come across

(0 as well as (1x6)
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(ii)Fin in the blanks with suitablc prepositiOns:
(a) The office closes flvc the evening.
(b) We were Ooty _ the first of January.
(c) I have been suffering 

-- 
cold last Monday. (2x3)

7. (i) Say whether the following sentences are Assertive, Exclamatory, Interrogative or
Imperative.
(a) He played very well.
(b) Do you enjoy walking ?

(c) Where is my pen ?

(d) Do not open the door.
(e) Wow ! What a beautiful sight.

(1x6)(0 Read the instructions carefully.

(ii) Combine each of the following pairs of sentences into a complex sentence by
using the conjunction given in brackets.
(a) I will get ready. Wait till then. (till)
(b) The sun comes out. Then the stars disappear. (when)
(c) I did not go. I was not well. (as)
(d) He is honest and diligent. He will easily get a job. (since)
(e) My father bought a watch. It shows both day and date. (which)
(0 The thief saw the police. He ran away immediately. (as soon as) (1× 6)

8.  Translate the following passage into English:

缶 旧 含H田 論 山 w嚇 椰 こ■さ1浙綸 団 可 平 由 要甫 メwむ さ |`で由 '可

洒 さ―褒諭司 ,端,v鋪ミ希油 1買 甲 輛 おさや耐 TTlu金 田褒■
理 ,可蹄,裁 鋪` 命｀ ■専綸t,W惑 %n tt wマ面、さ11鳴漱鈴¬輸
蒻さlw績含誡 編 諭w赫 諭 さ1爺酬 ¬wmttf勲 諭 可
囀喘diさ 1金田 甫 論 輸 希 即 ざ 南 雨 W哺 希 Ш 輛 論 ヽ 印 ■ w蒻 捕 さ |ミ翻 掏

お 哺
―

¥R TT蝙 :Hl■ 哺

…

詢 含舗 漏 ,即 可 uфdiミ |マ希 甲 羽 き

褒
―q畑Ч希 哺 鮮■爺 ゴ 哺 哺 師 てい π H椰J哺 Ⅷ Oさ lw由 希 H:ⅥHや コ 環

畿 節 日HttR希 ― 瀬 蒻きさ1囀 喘RЧ さ稀 師 T、前 輛 Π 騰ヽ 珊5

…
J両 可 TIWさ |で油 哺締 可Ⅲ 即 可W目 さ騰 コロ環爺甘繭 J＼

■にфttt W waさ ,.ド ゼ稿 可 舗にも。!劇 :w uф dIさ 象 ヽ 誦 論 劇Hl諭 可
輔 さ| (12)
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